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Editor’s Message 

After the positive reception to last year’s Black Friday special edition of  Silent Film 
Quarterly, dedicated to reprinting the autobiographies of  three silent film stars from Photoplay 
magazine, I knew that I wanted to create a similar promotion this year. Instead of  merely 
reprinting archival material, however, I am thrilled to present an original piece by SFQ 
contributor (and personal friend) Kevin John Charbeneau. Charbeneau has been working 
on his biography of  Al Jennings for some time, and I am proud to be publishing it here for 
the first time. Jennings is a fascinating historical figure who I did not know much about 
before editing this issue, and hopefully readers will be as interested in his story as I was. 

In addition to the Charbeneau’s article, I have also included several short pieces 
written during Jennings’ brief  film career. While the information in these pieces is not 
revolutionary, it nonetheless helps to flesh out the life of  this bandit-turned-actor. Lastly, 
Charbeneau has compiled an exhaustive filmography of  Jennings—the first of  its kind—
which will certainly be an invaluable resources to anyone interested in silent western films.  

As always thank you for your support and patronage of  Silent Film Quarterly. There are 
some exciting things in the works for next year, and I cannot wait to announce them all 
when the time is right! 

	 	 	 	 	 	 Your editor, 
	 	 	 	 	 	 Charles Epting 
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Al Jennings: 
From Outlaw to Movie Star 

By Kevin John Charbeneau 
In 1989, I met Kemp Niver, silent film 

historian, and author of  several books on 
early cinema. During our conversation I 
found out he had coming attraction slides. I 
purchased his collection of  approximately 
500 slides. While cataloguing the slides I 
came across a name on two slides, in films 
entitled When Outlaws Meet and A Highway 
Romance. The slides also mentioned 
America’s Reformed Outlaw, followed by 
the name—Al Jennings.  

In my library, I started to research this 
man, or rather tried. No information could 
be found, in my numerous tomes, as no 
books mentioned him. I continued, finally, 
it was in The Film Encyclopedia by Ephraim 

Katz that I had my first bit of  luck. A 
simple paragraph stating he was an outlaw 
and an actor, who was born in 1864, and 
died in 1961. It also stated that he was a 
“real-life Old West gunslinging badman, a 
convicted cattle rustler and train robber.” 
Well, like any good-natured American boy, 
who played cowboy growing up, who 
wasn’t to be captivated by those simple 
words. Further stated was that “he banked 
on his notoriety to appear in a handful of  
Hollywood films.”  

The second paragraph, had film titles 
listed: A 1918 film, The Lady of  the Dugout; 
two from 1924, The Sea Hawk and Fighting 
Fury; with two more from 1926, The Demon 
and The Ridin’ Rascal. Another from 1927 
was called Loco Luck, and one from 1930 
listed as The Land of  Missing Men. Lastly, it 
stated there was a pseudo-autobiographical 
film Al Jennings of  Oklahoma, starring Dan 

Al Jennings in the early 1910’s.
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Duryea, that supposedly Al had helped co-
author. The titles were intriguing, and all 
sounded fascinating but, I was perplexed, 
the two films mentioned on my slides were 
not in that filmography. Seven films and a 
bio-pic, I needed to find out more. Little 
did I know then, that I would be like a 
sheriff  trying to capture this man who held 
the moniker “The Bandit King of  the 
Screen.” 

In John Ford’s film The Man Who Shot 
Liberty Valance, there’s a scene between 
Carlton Young, as Maxwell Scott, and 
James Stewart, as Ransom Stoddard, in 
which a line is spoken, “This is the West, sir. 
When the legend becomes fact, print the legend.” 
This is a fitting bon mot for Al Jennings, both 
the man and the myth. In this biographical 
piece my aim is to show the real life of  Al 
Jennings mixed-up in the reel life legend of  
the same man.  

In True Grit, cowboy legend John 
Wayne portrays “Rooster” Cogburn. And, 
in one of  the film’s scenes, of  heightened 
action and drama, Rooster grips his horse’s 
reigns in his teeth, and with fully loaded 
rifle and six-shooter, in each hand, blazes 
away while he gallops across an expanse of  
wide open field, firing at his protagonists.  

Obviously, the scene makes for grand 
theatrics because the direction and script 
calls for it. The bad men, or outlaws, fall 
from their horses on cue and our hero again 
saves the day. In all probability, and 
actuality, the Old West was more like that 
depicted in a Tom Mix, “Hoot” Gibson or 
Hopalong Cassidy feature at the Saturday 
Matinee. For all the hoots and hollers of  
the young lads (and occasional gals) 
cheering on their favorites, these actors like 
their one time real life counterparts, relied 
on the use of  gab and fisticuffs, to settle the 
score, more often than by relying on the 
guns, they wore strapped to their thighs.  

Most men of  the real West were hard 
working, honest and above all else, true 
gentlemen. That’s not to say gunfights 
didn’t happen. They did, although, not as 

often as Hollywood would like us to 
believe.  

I was able to find that Al Jennings had 
written two autobiographies, Beating Back 
(1914) and Through the Shadows with O. Henry 
(1921) so it might seem the thought of  a 
biography unnecessary. However, his 
memoirs only covered certain aspects of  his 
life, and only up to 1913. Neither book 
mentions his film career, or, for that matter, 
any portions about his life after the early 
turn of  the twentieth century. As I found 
out much of  what has been written by 
others, is in many instances wrongly stated, 
misquoted or exaggerated. Therein, lies a 
great unraveling of  those pieces to be 
presented in a proper context to finish the 
puzzle.  

Of  course the first thing, in writing 
and researching any life, are the verification 
of  facts. And, it seems with Al Jennings’ life 
verifying those facts was, is and remains the 
biggest challenge. Just like in the short 
biographical descript ion from the 
encyclopedia, the films listed, was only the 
beginning of  a list that would continues to 
grow. His birth year was also wrong, he was 
born in 1863, not 1864. Yet, in many 
subsequent articles I also found his death 
date being wrong and inconsistent, having 
died in 1948, and 1962, among other 
years.  

July of  1863, was the turning point of  
the American Civil War, pitting not only 
brother against brother, but family against 
family, as well as, North vs. South. At the 
Battle of  Gettysburg, the North took 
control and began the push of  the 
Confederacy back into the south, and 
eventual surrender. That November, with 
the battlefield still soggy from the blood of  
the costliest battle of  the war, the cemetery 
was consecrated and dedicated with the 
famed Gettysburg address, by Abraham 
Lincoln. And, as winter began to settle in 
the south, the family of  one Confederate 
officer fled their plantation running from 
the advancing Union armies. A mother 
exhausted, being able to go no further 
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collapsed in a snow pile at a remote fence 
post, somewhere in the midst of  Tazewell 
County, Virginia. In the middle of  this no-
man’s land she gave birth to, her fifth child, 
Alphonso Jackson Jennings, on November 
25, 1863.  

Growing up in those last days of  the 
Civil War, in an old barn that had been an 
abandoned school house, was not always 
easy. Finally, after the war, John D. F. 
Jennings returned. Prior to the war he rode 
the circuit as a minister of  the Methodist 
Episcopal church, and studied medicine. 
He also served stints as a schoolmaster and 
editor. When the war broke out he was 
commissioned a surgeon serving with the 
Forty-first Virginia infantry. Other accounts 
also show him serving with the 61st 
Tennessee Infantry.  

In 1865, trying to rebuild the family, 
and put the war behind them, they 
relocated to Marion, Illinois. Here the 
father returned to being a minister, and 
practicing physician. During this period he 
studied law, and became a lawyer, then 
later a judge. It was the later that he would 
remain for the rest of  his life. While in 
Marion a new addition to the family was 
born, a daughter named Marydell.  

Prosperity was finally beginning to 
return. But when Al was eleven his mother 
became ill. The family packed up with the 
intent of  returning to Virginia, but she died 
along the way, in 1874, leaving John with 
their four sons and daughter (son Zebulon 
had died at a young age). The senior 
Jennings would eventually remarry, a 
woman named Mattie Holt. The family 
was now living in Manchester, Ohio and it 
was here, around 1875, that the young Al 
was growing his temper. During this time 
an argument between he and his father, 
resulted in Al running away from home. 
He made his way down to Cincinnati by 
riverboat, and eventually, other states, and 
the Indian Territories, roaming the lands, 
doing odd jobs, and learning the ways of  
becoming a man, working various ranches.  

While Al was traversing the western 
wilderness, his brothers were learning law. 
Eventually, when Al was in Trinidad, he 
reunited with his family again, and settled 
down. Al, supposedly, attended the 
University of  West Virginia in 1883-1884. 
While enrolled, he took classes in 
preparatory, history and law. It was his 
brother Ed, already a lawyer, who 
persuaded him to study law. Al was 
admitted to the Bar in Comanche County, 
Kansas in 1884. He eventually settled in El 
Reno, Oklahoma Territory and served as 
Canadian County prosecuting attorney 
from 1892 until 1894. The next year he 
joined his brothers, Ed and John, in a law 
practice at Woodward. Frank was also a 
lawyer elsewhere in the territory.  

In Woodward, a series of  trials and 
their outcomes would lead to events, that 
precipitated future happenings. The trials 
in question were those between Frank 
Garst and Jack Love. As Al stated, in 
Beating Back, “Frank Garst had brought 
eighteen hundred head of  C-Dot-G cattle 
into Oklahoma and put them out to 
pasture on a range held under fence by 
Jack Love.” When the time for payment 
came, Garst and Love had a dispute over 
the pasturage fees. Garst consulted Ed, 
who found that Jack Love held no title to 
that pasturage, as he had fenced 
government land. On advice of  counsel, 
Garst refused payment and moved his 
cattle. Love sued out an attachment; and 
on this process Garst and Love locked 
horns in court. Ed was Garst’s attorney of  
record, while Temple Houston represented 
Love. “The trial which I witnessed as a 
spectator, became very bitter. Ed won a 
complete victory—he had all the law on his 
side. Both Love and Houston took the 
decision hard.”  

I found there was yet, further 
discrepancy. One of  the definitive 
historians of  the Wild West, Glenn Shirley, 
states, in separate histories, he had written, 
that “Garst does not exist in contemporary 
reports.” And, “Official records are not 
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available, but contemporary sources 
mention no such lawsuit or a man named 
Garst. The story appears to have 
originated with Al Jennings, and later 
writers have accepted it.” The first quote 
came from Temple Houston: Lawyer with a Gun 
(1980, p213), while the second quote came 
from West of  Hell’s Fringe: Crime, Criminals, 
and the Federal Peace Officer in Oklahoma 
Territory, 1889-1907 (1978, p387).  

Mr. Shirley, evidently did not dig hard 
or deep enough, because, in scanning cases 
for Oklahoma, there are two, in particular, 
for the mysterious and/or non-existent Frank 
Garst. The first is Garst v. Love; cited as 
1896 OK 66, 6 Okla. 46, 55 P. 19. This 
case was decided September 4, 1896. The 
second was, on petition for re-hearing and 
is Garst v. Love & Word; cited as 1898 OK 
51, 7 Okla. 666, 55 P. 19. This case was 
decided on July 20, 1898. Both of  these 
cases were tried in the Supreme Court of  
Oklahoma before Justice Frank Dale. 
These records were found in Oklahoma 
State Courts official documents.  

Another extenuating circumstance that 
would add to the building friction, was 
probably, the probate judge for Woodward 
County was appointed by the Territorial 
Governor. The man appointed to the 
position was none other than J.D.F. 
Jennings, father of  John, Ed, Frank and Al
—who all practiced law in the same county, 
during this time. Temple Houston who had 
arrived to the territory, in late 1893, 
opened his law office and soon became 
discontent with the outcome of  cases he 
had pending in courts held by the elder 
Jennings. So much so, that Houston moved 
his cases from Jennings’ court to the 
District Court of  Woodward County, or so-
called Justice of  the Peace courts.  

In the Justice Court of  Woodward, in 
October of  1895, Houston was trying a 
later case in which Ed Jennings happened 
to be opposing counsel. The case 
progressed, but one mid-afternoon both 
counsels were at loggerheads. As the trial 
continued, at one point, tempers flared. 

Houston supposedly stated that his 
opponent was “grossly ignorant of  the 
law,” and Ed was to have screamed back in 
anger, “You’re a damn liar,” and reached to 
slap Temple Houston in the face for the 
comment. Before the judge could call 
order, guns were drawn at the ready by the 
opposing counsels. Other members present 
managed to intervene separating the two 
men and avoiding a more serious 
confrontation. Tempers at boiling point 
Justice J. W. Miller adjourned the session 
with an order to reconvene the next day.  

However, later that evening, as 
Houston and a friend sat in a saloon, they 
were approached by Ed Jennings, and his 
brother John. Supposedly, to apologize but, 
as witnesses stated, the conversation 
quickly erupted into an argument. Houston 
asked Jennings to step outside. Jennings 
said they could settle it inside, as each man 
drew his gun. Blasts plunged the place into 
darkness. While it is generally thought that 
Houston killed Ed Jennings with a shot to 
the head, other accounts believed that a 
wild shot from a wounded John is what 
killed his brother. John was wounded in the 
arm, and it is believed this instance that his 
shot, intended for Houston, wildly struck 
Ed. Witnesses claimed Houston drew in 
self-defense, and he was later acquitted of  
first-degree manslaughter charges. Al, 
disillusioned by the outcome, threatened 
revenge, much to his father’s disdain.  

Al, and his brother Frank, left 
Woodward following Houston’s acquittal in 
1896 (with the intent to seek revenge) and 
wandered the countryside before gaining 
employment as ranch hands in the Creek 
Nation. They joined a ragtag band of  
outlaws. Though not much happened 
during the summer and fall of  1897, the 
desperadoes, were referred to as the 
Jennings Gang, which comprised of  Al and 
Frank Jennings, Little Dick West, and the 
brothers Morris and Pat O’Malley. They 
robbed trains, general stores and a post 
office, with little success. In their robberies, 
the attempt of  a Santa Fe passenger train 
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on August 16, 1897, and the robbery of  
another passenger train, in October 1897, 
are their most notorious. During one of  the 
robberies, the gang tried to break into a 
Wells-Fargo safe. The dynamite failed to 
blow up, or even damage the safe, yet 
destroyed the railroad car. The gang made 
their getaway.  

While creating mayhem, the law often 
accused Al, and his gang, of  various crimes 
that they did not commit. Many Western 
historians looked at the gang with 
contempt, or as “comical” bandits. Yet, for 
being such an “inept” band of  outlaws, 
they were being pursued by some of  the 
mightier names of  law enforcement in that 
territory. Those marshals were Matthew 
Tilghman and James “Bud” Ledbetter, E. 
D. Nix, among several others.  

Richard “Little Dick” West, had left 
the group in disgust, and was killed in a 
separate gun battle in 1898, with law 
enforcement officers. Jennings was 
wounded by law officers on November 30, 
1897, during a shoot-out, at the Spike S 
Ranch. They managed to escaped but were 
captured one week later in McIntosh 
County, Oklahoma. They were brought to 
Chickasha for the trial. Four indictments 
were brought against the gang. The 
charges consisted of: 1.) Robbery of  
Express, with the intent to kill a messenger, 
W. Freeman, if  he should resist too long. 2.) 
Shooting into the Railway train. 3.) 
Robbery of  the United States mail, with 
intent to kill clerk F. S. Crow, if  he should 
resist too long; and 4.) Robbery of  Daniel 
Lacy of  gold watch, with intent to kill if  he 
should resist.  

In 1899, the two O’Malley brothers 
and Frank received lesser sentences. Al 
Jennings was sentenced to life in prison. 
The one item, the technicality, that really 
threw the book at Jennings was not so 
much the robbery of  US Mail, but the 
destruction of  U.S. property (mail) when 
the baggage car blew up. Due the legal 
efforts of  his brother John, his sentence was 
reduced. And, with intervention from 

Marcus AlonzoMcKinley Hanna, his 
sentence was commuted by President 
William McKinley, to five years. He was 
later freed on technicalities in 1902, and 
received a full Presidential Pardon, in 1904, 
from President Theodore Roosevelt.  

Al served his time at the Leavenworth 
Prison, in Kansas, and the Ohio State 
Penitentiary, in Columbus, Ohio. It was at 
the later prison that he became friends with 
William Sidney Porter, who was serving 
time for embezzlement. They were 
incarcerated, serving time in “Banker’s 
Row,” as it was known. Porter became 
better known as the short story writer O. 
Henry. In Al’s second autobiography, 
Through the Shadows with O. Henry, the two 
had first while on the lam in Mexico. Al’s 
prisoner number was 31539.  

Af ter pr i son , a s par t o f  A l ’s 
rehabilitation back into society he penned 
his life story, with the primary focus on his 
time in prison. It served as a essay on the 
terror of  treatment within prison walls, not 
just for himself  but all prisoners. He 
championed a call for more sane measures 
of  reform in these institutions, while 
pledging his own fight to maintain right 
from wrong, under the “crime doesn’t pay” 
banner.  

Another aspect of  his rehabilitation 
was meeting the woman who would 
become his partner, in life. Maude Deaton 
and Al were married in Lawton, Oklahoma 
on January 6, 1904. For their honeymoon, 
they traveled by covered wagon to visit her 
relatives.  

In an undated, uncredited article a 
headline stated quite simply “EX-BANDIT 
AS PROSECUTOR,” while the byline 
read “The Biggest Oklahoma County 
Nominated Al Jennings.” Thus, began 
another chapter in the life of  Al Jennings. 
In his own words, “When I was a train 
robber and outlaw I was a good train 
robber and outlaw. If  you choose me as 
prosecuting attorney I will be a good 
prosecuting attorney.” One of  the few 
times that truth in politics was probably 
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ever spoken. At times, he might have 
exaggerated and built on his experiences, 
but Al never minced his words. If  he 
promised something, either in general or 
during an election, he kept his words. That 
was his platform and the populous of  the 
county, the preachers, lawyers, businessmen 
and the common man, all took him for his 
word.  

The state of  Oklahoma was created by 
joining two districts; the former Indian 
Territory (to the East) and the Oklahoma 
Territory (to the West) and was granted 
admittance to the Union, in 1907. Boom 
towns surrounded by thriving farms, 
coupled with wide open spaces, and a new 
industry, based on petroleum, all helped to 
attract new settlers every year. This in turn 
attracted the political parties of  the day. 
Republicans and Democrats, as well as, the 
Socialists and Populists factions who made 
up the two remaining strong, politically 
active groups.  

Oklahoma had previously been 
governed by nine Territorial Governors 
between 1890 and 1907. 1914 brought 
about a race for the election of  a governor, 
but there was a plight within the 
Democratic party as they looked for a 
candidate. Democratic choices consisted of  
s i x cand idate s who v i ed fo r the 
nomination. An unknown by the name of  
F. E. Herring; Robert Dunlap, incumbent 
state treasurer; the Attorney General 
Charles West; James B. A. Robertson; and 
Robert L. Williams, who had resigned as 
chief  justice of  the state supreme court in 
order to enter the race. The sixth, and final 
man, was Al Jennings. The strongest 
gubernatorial candidate, in 1914, was the 
evident man-to-beat, he was a graduate of  
a different school, the federal prison. Al 
made a speech “throwing his hat into the 
ring,” from the lobby of  the Skirvin hotel, 
in Oklahoma City. The Republican party 
presented John Fields, as it’s candidate.  

Whatever the prospect for levity, the 
Jennings’ candidacy was no joke. 
Democratic party managers rightly feared 

that the bloodletting of  the four statehouse 
rivals would hand “that outlaw” the 
nomination. Oklahoma, according to 
some, had a political crisis in August of  
1914. Simply stated, an ex-outlaw was 
running for Governor of  the state, and 
might possibly win. This was a fact some 
people couldn’t deal with. As one writer 
stated in their article, or rather public 
opinion, “Oklahoma is on trial.”  

Williams was nominated Governor. 
Many decried political foul play and vote 
tampering. Al had finished third in the 
primary behind Robert L. Williams and 
James B.A. Robertson. He probably could 
have contested the results, fought and won, 
but opted not to. Public oratory was a gift 
with Al. He may have been small in 
physical stature, but his vocabulary was 
well spoken and the listener heeded his 
words, whether or not they agreed with 
him. His thoughts were conveyed with 
power and conviction. Whether speaking in 
the courtroom, on the campaign trail, the 
Chautauqua circuit, or from behind a 
lectern, at dinners, churches, club meetings 
or one on one, he held the listening public 
with rapt attention.  

Al held many positions throughout his 
life as cowboy, lawyer, outlaw, prisoner, 
prosecutor, candidate for governor, lecturer, 
evangelist, and even as author, but one that 
very little is known about, remains his 
career in films.  

He first entered films, in 1908, shortly 
after his release from prison through an old 
adversary, Matthew Tilghman, with the 
Oklahoma Natural Mutoscope Company 
in The Bank Robbery. At the same time two 
others entitled The Wolf  Hunt and A Round-
Up in Oklahoma. The film The Bank Robbery, 
was photographed in Cache, Oklahoma, 
and is supposedly a first in cinematic 
history, that a reformed bank robber was 
asked to re-enact the occurrence as it had 
happened. In the picture Jennings was 
filmed being escorted by Marshal 
Tilghman. These three films that he took 
part in, inspired him to try again, after his 
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defeat for governor.  
Researching his outlaw career is easier 

to do, though there are still areas that need 
dissecting, further analysis, as well as, 
proving or disproving certain points. When 
it comes to his film career, the numerous 
books that do mention him state an 
average of  ten films. A few, mention 
upwards of  fifteen films, not including the 
H o l l y w o o d - i z e d v e r s i o n o f  h i s 
autobiographical motion picture.  

One early book on silent westerns, 
Winners of  the West by Kalton Lahue, does 
give a little more insight into his life and 
career, but even this book with it’s details, is 
still sparse on detailed information. 
Tracking the “illustrious” career of  this 
man, is like looking for that needle in a 
haystack. I needed a champion, and that 
came from the stalwart of  silent film, Kevin 
Brownlow in his The War, the West and the 
Wilderness. He gave insight to silent 
westerns and Al Jennings with fabulous 
chapters. I contacted him through the post, 
and got a kind reply, with more additional 
information, help and encouragement. His 
inspiration was definitely an uplifting moral 
booster.  

Daunting as the task was, and remains 
to be, I continued as he suggested, checking 
and following new leads. Many times these 
were frustrating as they led nowhere, or to 
more of  the same misinformation. Still, as 
the other Kevin stated, I needed to form 
my own posse, and pursue the task with 
fervor. More film information was found 
despite the fact most of  his motion pictures 
are “lost,” and he was not a star tied to a 
major studio. The paper documentation 
trail for the releasing, or distribution, 
company Capital Films is as sparse as the 
man I am pursuing. The posse of  sheriffs I 
enlisted were the finest any marshal could 
hope for. They included Sam Gill, (the late) 
Bob Birchard, Marc Wanamaker, Ron 
Magliozzi, Diana Serra Cary and, of  
course, Kevin Brownlow. They divided up 
and went in different directions leaving no 
sagebrush unturned.  

Being an avid reader and collector, 
and something of  a packrat, gave a boost 
when I found an old Hollywood Studio 
magazine, from 1981, in my library. This 
particular issue was emblazoned with a 
“corral of  western stars.” I had kept it for 
unknown reasons, filing it away. Perhaps, it 
was a hidden key? I thumbed through the 
magazine, hoping to find information, but 
at the time, was not looking specifically for 
material on Al. I came across an article on 
the “Leonardo of  Leather,” by Bill Kelly. 
Who was this cowboy that they gave such a 
strange moniker to? It turned out he lived 
not far from Los Angeles. And, held a large 
collection of  Western memorabilia. But, 
this Leonardo fellow, he was old looking in 
one of  the photographs, and this article 
was almost twenty years old, my hopes 
began to fade. Still, I was determined. He 
had probably passed on and left his 
collection to a museum or historical society. 
I got out the old fashioned phone book 
(yep, they still existed in those days) and 
made a call. Eventually, I got a person who 
gave me a number to a sort of  local 
chamber of  commerce. They in turn gave 
me a number of  an historical society in 
town. The next voice said, “Yeah, Bob!? 
Oh he’s still kicking. Yep, he lives up here. 
Hold on a moment.” He came back after 
what had seemed an eternity, and gave me 
another telephone number to call. I 
phoned, the number was busy. I tried back 
and it rang. A gruff  voice answered, and he 
said, “Yeah?” in a long drawn out sigh, of  
questioning or indifference.  

I explained who I was, and what I was 
looking for. After a long pause, it seemed I 
didn’t need to bother. The reason the 
phone had been busy was the man I had 
talked to earlier phoned this Leonardo and 
told him about me, and said, he should 
expect my call. So, this old man was still 
around, alive and kicking, and I was talking 
to him. We talked for a few moments and 
he said to write him. Then he hung up the 
phone without a goodbye or any closing. 
This was just the way of  an old-timer. He 
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didn’t make for too many pleasantries—but 
I had finally reached Bob Brown, the man 
mentioned in the article.  

Severa l l e t ter s and te lephone 
conversations later, and finally I went up to 
meet him in person. This was fascinating, 
to say the least. I made arrangements to 
return and interview him, which I did, with 
video camera and tape recorder. And, in 
the process came away with a haul, or as 
they say, a “helluva lotta loot.” I had been 
able to purchase, several reams of  Al’s 
personal correspondence, miscellaneous 
writings, photographs and lobby cards, 
from both, his film and Western days. Bob, 
was a stickler for details and tall-tales, but 
he had known not just Al until his last days, 
but many of  Hollywood’s cowboys and 
stars. His moniker was owned, that he 
made in leather what the real Leonardo did 
in his drawings and paintings. Bob made 
holsters, boots, saddles and various leather 
artwork for many during those last golden 
days of  Hollywood, in the 1940s and 
1950s.  

Going through Al’s personal writings, 
continues to be unique and gives insight 
into some of  his life, but still it pertained 
mostly to his western days, not his film 
days. The photos, on the other hand, were 
mostly from his films, but there was no 
written information pertaining to them. 
When it comes to writing his biography, 
those miscellaneous pages will provide 
good evidence. As to his film life, that is still 
another matter. According to the books, he 
made a handful of  films. One newspaper 
clipping, says he made 24 (?) two-reel 
shorts, of  his outlaw life, for Capital 
Pictures.  

While many of  his films are thought 
“lost,” perhaps many will be found, in 
foreign vaults with different titles. In 
continuing my pursuit of  that “handful” of  
films, the tally so far—is beyond the ten or 
fif teen many have l i s ted in their 
filmographies or biographical sketches. 
Though some of  the films, having never 
been made, or films he did not act in that 

were based on his writings (ideas, scripts), 
and films from others that dealt in some 
way with, or about, Al Jennings. The 
inventory has grown to nearly sixty films, 
between the years of  1908 through 1961.  

When Outlaws Meet, was made in 1915, 
a c c o r d i n g t o Ke m p N i v e r, a n d 
subsequently re-released again in the 
1920s, through Capital. It was probably 
one of  his first films, after the Thanhouser 
release of  Beating Back in 1914, based on his 
autobiography, of  the same name. A 
Highway Romance, the other film I have a 
slide for, was another of  the Capital Film 
release. Most of  his films were produced 
and released between 1917 and 1921.  

There are a few films, that have him 
wrongly listed in the cast. One such film is 
The Border Sheriff, which actually featured a 
different Jennings, who was Sylvester Ennis 
Jennings (no relation). Most of  the films, 
not surprisingly, are Western in genre, but 
he did appear out of  character in some, 
most notably as the Captain of  Asad’s 
Guards in The Sea Hawk with Milton Sills. 
Another intriguing film that he is listed in 
the cast, is as De Gautet, in the 1922 
version of  The Prisoner of  Zenda. However, 
viewing this film he is definitely not the 
character of  De Gautet. This is one of  
many productions that needs further 
investigation.  

Some of  his films dealt with his O. 
Henry friendship, sadly these films do not 
seem to exist, among them The Fourth in 
Salvador. There were also several films, in 
the 1930s that were to be produced by 
Boris Morros for Grand National, to 
feature O. Henry storylines, that again, 
never got made for various reasons. While 
a number of  his films were with Capital, he 
did work with other studios, notably 
Universal. Hopefully more of  his films will 
be found, and released onto DVD.  

Al worked with a lot of  people in 
Hollywood, among them, Colleen Moore 
and Lillian Gish, both of  whom he taught 
the fine art of  the quick draw and shooting 
a side-arm revolver. Another person he lent 
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his gun expertise to was the actor Hugh 
O’Brian, during the time he was shooting 
his TV show, The Life and Times of  Wyatt 
Earp. During his Hollywood tenure, Al also 
served on films as a technical advisor. One 
that is intriguing is the Film Noir Deadly is 
the Female, aka Gun Crazy, of  which I would 
love to know more. Another unique film is 
the lost Dragnet, with George Bancroft. I 
have a behind-the-scenes publicity still 
showing Al handcuffed to the star, and 
wonder if  he didn’t also appear in the film, 
even though he is not listed in the credits.  

He was also an advisor on, and had a 
bit part in, The Oklahoma Kid with James 
Cagney and Humphrey Bogart. Again, 
some great behind-the-scene stills showing 
him with Cagney, and gun-twirling with 
Bogart. Al knew a great many of  the real 
players of  the Old West; badmen, as well 
as, lawmen, they included E. D. Nix, Chris 
Madsen, Bud Ledbetter, Tex Cooper, 
Quanah Parker and Emmett Dalton. He 
also knew politicians like Jake Hamon, and 
after his death, testified before the Senate 
Oil Committee during the Teapot Dome 
scandal.  

In Song of  the Gringo, with Tex Ritter, Al 
played the judge. This looked to be a fitting 
homage to his real life father, also a judge. 
On the other hand, the film Al Jennings of  
Oklahoma while based on his life, was not 
written by him, but based in part on his 
book, Beating Back. This film was 
produced and released by Columbia 
Pictures, in 1951, directed by Ray Nazarro, 
and starring Dan Duryea, in the title role. 
It is truly a Hollywood version of  his life, 
even down to casting. Al Jennings stood at 
best, 5 feet 2 inches tall (or 5’ 4” wearing 
his boots). Dan Duryea stood almost a foot 
taller than Al, at 6 feet 1 inch tall. While 
the real Jennings had wavy, sandy-red 
colored hair, Dan’s was straight and 
blonde. 

Some of  the other numerous titles 
from his filmography include: Jordan is a 
Hard Road, The Frame-Up, The Bond of  Blood, 
Captain of  the Grey Horse Troop, Hands-Up!, 

Rose of  Wolfville, The Fugitive’s Life, Banker’s 
Treachery, A Bandit’s Heart, Lost in Society, The 
Long Riders, and The Outlaw’s Alibi, while The 
Fighting Trail and Vengeance and the Woman 
were both serials. The Atavism of  John Tom 
Little Bear was filmed based on an O. Henry 
story. The Lash of  the Law was actually a 
playlet that Al performed on Vaudeville, as 
well as a film he wrote. The Great Consoler 
(aka Velikii uteshitel, a Russian film), was 
based in part on Al’s Through the Shadows 
with O. Henry, while The Little Man, a 1960’s 
television production starring Johnny 
Duncan, was in part about Al Jennings.  

Al remained in the spotlight, during 
his later years, and still in the courts. He 
assisted, in a some way, with H. William 
Hess and Joseph Lionel Fainer, the lawyers, 
in the celebrated Hazel Glab trial. 
Entertainment did not always involve Al as 
a performer. He was the subject, of  the 
classic radio show The Lone Ranger. The 
episode in particular, entitled “Al Jennings” 
is listed as program #1802/1022, which 
was written by George W. Trendle and Bob 
Green, and aired August 7, 1944. He was 
defendant in a lawsuit against the radio 
show, suing the producers for defamation. 
He lost. He appeared as a witness in court, 
again, this time during the estate trial of  
the late William S. Hart.  

Still in the public eye in 1948, Al was a 
guest on Noah Webster Says, a radio program 
conducted by Haven McQuarrie. Al was 
asked twenty-five questions in order to win 
a cash prize of  $50. Supposedly, he 
appeared on Ralph Edward’s This is Your 
Life however, whether he was being 
honored, or a guest for someone else, or 
even on the show at all, I have not yet been 
able to determine. He did, however, appear 
as a guest on Groucho Marx’s You Bet Your 
Life, at 87 years of  age, in 1950.  

In his spare time, throughout his life, 
he liked to raise dogs and had a small 
chicken farm, selling the eggs. He and his 
wife Maude, never had any children of  
their own, but he did enjoy children, and 
would sit on the porch of  his Tarzana 
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bungalow and 
tell stories of  the 
“good ol’ days” 
to any youngster, 
or adult, who 
would listen. He 
and Maude were 
married for 58 
years, until she 
passed away in 
N ove m b e r o f  
1961. After that, 
Al became a bit 
despondent, as 
o n e p ro b a b l y 
would, and lost 
his fight for life. 
He retired to his 
b e d , a n d 
eventually died 
on December 26, 
1961, aged 98. He 
is interred in the Oakwood Memorial Park 
Cemetery in Chatsworth, California, next 
to his wife.  

The last rites were held in typical “Old 
West” fashion complying with Al’s wishes. 
Services were conducted by cowboy 
clergyman Stuart Hamblen (a 1930s-40s 
radio crooner, known for songs as “My 
Little Old Sad Shanty on the Plains” and 
“Silver Haired Daddy”). The services were 
attended by a few relatives, mostly nieces 
and nephews, including T. V. Eggelston, Ed 
Jennings, Alphosno E. Jennings, Pauline 
Meone, Irene Stout, Viola Price, and other 
friends. Among the friends in attendance 
were Iron Eyes Cody, John Duncan and 
Bob Brown, who also served as pallbearers. 
Although, there were so many pallbearers 
that the rest took up a solemn processional 
line behind the coffin, as it was carried to 
the grave.  

The somber occasion was celebrated 
by five friends, including W. C. Dillon and 
John Duncan, who shattered the peaceful 
calm by firing their six-shooters into the air, 
on the hillside overlooking the grave. Not 
all the blanks fired properly, so the salute 

was a little chaotic, which added to the 
realism. “We tried to do right by Al,” as 
John claimed, “he lived a long and exciting 
life, it was a shame not more people 
attended, or remembered. But, that’s what 
happens when you live so long.”  

A l Jennings was many th ings 
throughout his long and varied life. 
Probably, the one aspect that best sums up 
all the lose ends is what became, in reality, 
h i s d i s t i n g u i s h i n g t r a i t o f  s e l f -
advertisement. In careers, lectures, books 
and films he continually advertised and 
promoted himself. His worth, his faults and 
everything in between. While never big, or 
rich, his life both imagined (reel) and real 
became larger than life—perhaps, larger 
than the man himself. True, this led to 
speculations, half  truths and lies, coupled 
with fables and whole truths. Some of  his 
own creation, many created by others, but 
the end result is that today—almost 153 
years since his birth and nearly 55 years 
after his death—the line written for the 
John Ford film, The Man Who Shot 
Liberty Valance, still holds true. “When the 
legend becomes fact, print the legend.”  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Al Jennings, Ex-Bandit, May 
Build Studio Here  

From The Arizona Republican 
Originally published August 21, 1916 

Believing that Arizona lends itself  
more advantageously to the motion picture 
industry than California, Al Jennings, who 
is at present in Hollywood, will begin 
negotiations at once to establish a studio in 
the Sa l t R ive r va l l ey. I f  p roper 
arrangements can be made the former 
noted bandit will film in Phoenix the stories 
he has published and created.  

Since his lecture tour in the sunshine 
state last winter, Jennings has been eager to 
return, confident that h can procure better 
results in photography and scenic effects 
than in any section of  the country.  

According to the man who despite his 
prison record, polled an enormous vote for 
governor of  Oklahoma, Arizona offers a 
more ideal setting for the photodramas he 
will produce than Oklahoma where the 
incidents on which they were based, 
actually occurred. 

For a time he considered producing in 
California but soon realized that the state 
had been vastly overworked. The public he 
declares, has become familiar with -he 
scenes that are shown time and again by 
the various companies operating there. 
The “something new” that is the slogan of  
all the big picture corporations applies to 
scenery he says as well as any other feature 
of  the “game.” His idea is to locate 
permanently in Phoenix which affords 
marvelous opportunities with its mountains 
and valleys. “The country fits finely,” said 
Jennings. “I have to be able to go over in 
person and complete arrangements, 
although it is possible I may have to stay on 
the coast until “The Prison, Demon” is 
filmed. There is some talk of  my taking a 
part in my play which is being put on by 
the Universal. It is a five reel Bluebird 
feature and an effort is being made to 

secure House Peters for the lead. It, like all 
my screen dramas, deals with prison 
reform.” 

The former outlaw is no novice in the 
moving picture industry. His “Beating It 
Back”  is known to the film fans from one 
end of  the country to the other. The story 
first appeared in the Saturday Evening Post 
and is but one of  the series the remainder 
of  which will be given an Arizona setting. 
Jack Lawton formerly with the Cactus Film 
company and more recently with the 
Oliver Morosco players, is much interested 
in the Jennings plan. He has been behind 
the project from the start and it is 
understood he will be a member of  the 
proposed company.  

“Al” Jennings’ Campaign 
From The Washington Post  

Originally published January 14, 1914 
If  more train robbers had aspired to 

high political honors in the past, there 
might be some way of  gauging the chances 
of  “Al” Jennings in his campaign for 
governor of  Oklahoma. Jennings  himself  
is quite confident he is going to win. He 
modestly remarks:  

I am going out to Oklahoma, and I’m 
going to clean up the political grafters, 
even if  I have been a train robber. I’m 
going to be governor of  my State, and I’m 
going to show that an erstwhile train 
robber can come back.  

Jennings is a serious candidate for the 
place. He is not merely a freak looking for 
advertisement. Many of  the strongest 
politicians in Oklahoma are in favor of  
electing him to the governorship. Once he 
was prosecuting attorney of  his native city. 
It was after he had been sent to jail on 
what he says was a false charge that he took 
up the lucrative business of  robbing trains. 

The question that arises its whether 
the people of  Oklahoma are willing to 
forget Jennings’ past, and elect him to the 
highest office in the gift the State. A 
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Christian spirit would seem to dictate that 
bygones should be bygones, now that 
Jennings has called a truce to his early war 
against society. 

There are other considerations, 
however. Would the acts of  a man who 
once was a train robber be free from 
suspicion when great public issues were at 
stake? If  Jennings, for instance, were to 
take it into his head as governor to liberate 
all the prisoners in the jails, would the 
people accept it as the result of  sane and 
moral reasoning on the part of  their chief  
executive, or would they at once jump to 
the conclusion that his early instincts were 
at work again? 

Men who have served time in jail 
deserve a fair chance. They should be 
encouraged to lead good lives. There is 
hardly any occasion, however, to pick out 
such men, above all others, and give them 
authority over thousands of  other people. 
All things being equal, it is but just that the 
honor should be given to a man who 
always obeyed the law. 

Al Jennings’ Book 
From The St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

Originally published May 16, 1914 
From train robber and outlaw of  the 

daredevil type to the leading candidate for 
the Democratic nomination for Governor 
of  Oklahoma are the successive stages in 
remarkable career of  Al Jennings. The tory 
of  his career—a full and frank confession 
of  the deeds that made him one of  the 
most feared and famous outlaws of  the old 
Southwest in its picturesque and lawless 
days—is told by Jennings, in collaboration 
with Will Irwin, in “Beating Back.”  

Sociologists and criminologists who 
wonder why it is that so many ex-convicts 
go back to their old lives and get in trouble 
again will find a valuable lesson in this 
book. For Jennings tells just how hard his 
own struggle was—how society frowned 
down upon him after he went back to 

Oklahoma upon being released from the 
penitentiary, and how he was often 
tempted to go back to outlawry.  

But he won the fight to rehabilitate 
himself. He resumed the practice of  law, in 
which he had been engaged before the 
became an outlaw, and made such a 
remarkable success that he was nominated, 
by the Democrats of  Oklahoma County for 
County Attorney—an office corresponding 
to Prosecuting Attorney in many states. He 
was beaten at the polls by a combination of  
politicians, he charges, who feared that he 
would prosecute them for graft if  he should 
get the office.  

There are many thrills in the stories of  
the train robberies that Jennings and his 
gang pulled off  in the earlier days of  
Oklahoma. His story of  his battles with the 
marshals, his final capture, his trial and 
conviction and the tortures which he 
endured in the Ohio State Prison, and his 
final pardon by President McKinley and 
the restoration of  his citizenship by 
Theodore Roosevelt is as fascinating as a 
novel by a master writer. No small part of  
Jennings’ self-mastery in beating his way 
back to good citizenship he attributes to the 
fact that he wore his record on his sleeve 
and never tried to conceal his past. In his 
political campaigns he makes frank 
confessions of  his outlaw life before 
discussing the platforms upon which he is 
seeking the suffrages of  his fellow citizens. 
And, finally, after rehabilitating himself  
and winning success in the practice of  law, 
Jennings tells us that he has abandoned his 
profession, because there are too many 
tricks in it for an honest lawyer.  

He concludes his story with a 
sermonette to ex-convicts who would like 
to reform. He admonishes them that the 
man who goes out of  prison with his record 
on his sleeve may expect the best of  
humanity and not the worst. The greatest 
power in the world, he holds, is the power 
of  truth, and next is the power of  not being 
afraid. 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Al Jennings A Modern Jean 
Valjean 

From The San Francisco Chronicle  
Originally published January 3, 1915 

Al J. Jennings is in San Francisco, to 
recuperate from the effects of  a strenuous 
political campaign in which he was an 
unsuccessful candidate for Governor of  
Oklahoma, and—to teach the doctrine of  
the Golden Rule from the standpoint of  an 
ex-convict.  

Stranger than fiction is the story of  Al 
Jennings’ career. Many persons have 
followed the vicissitudes or Jean Valjean, 
the character created by Victor Hugo, who 
redeemed himself  after a convict’s career, 
but who was hounded and persecuted by 
society almost to the end of  his life.  

Al Jennings is a new Valjean. He has to 
deal with a less ferocious police and penal 
organization than that of  France in the 
time of  which Hugo wrote. Valjean had to 
hide his identity to escape being returned 
to prison to complete his long sentence. 

Doubtless the career of  this man is a 
puzzle to many people. Most men who 
have been fortunate enough to regain a 
standing in society after imprisonment are 
anxious to lend quiet lives that do not tend 
to stir up references to their past history. 
Not so with Al Jennings. He has made a 
fight in which he has not been deterred 
when men insulted him because of  his past. 
Two years ago when Jennings had about 
decided to become a candidate for 
Prosecuting Attorney at Oklahoma City 
even his friends advised against such a step. 

“You can’t be nominated, Al,” they 
said to him, “and it will cast a kind of  
reflection on the ticket, you know, to have 
you in the race.” 

But Jennings was obdurate and 
announced himself  as a candidate: His 
platform was worth reading:  

“In announcing myself  as a candidate 
for County Attorney of  Oklahoma county 

I beg to say that it is not without mature 
and serious thought that I have done so. I 
have thought over all that might be 
objectionable. I have raked through the 
gray dead ashes of  the past. I have taken a 
retrospective glance into the dark recesses 
of  the days that are gone, and I am willing 
that God’s sunlight be turned full upon 
every act of  my past life. 

“I have never wittingly devolved 
anybody: I have never betrayed a trust nor 
violated a confidence, and I would not 
deny the truth of  my past for any office 
within the gift of  the people. I would rather 
have my record in its blackest hue than be 
pointed out as a public ‘grafter,’ official 
‘crook’ or embezzler who had violated his 
oath and prostituted the trust imposed 
upon him by the people.  

“I am offering myself  for what I am 
worth today and may prove to be worth in 
the future.  

“If  the people are willing to confide to 
my care the office of  County Attorney of  
Oklahoma County, I pledge my word and 
honor that I will send the men who have 
embezzled your money and violated their 
oaths of  office to the penitentiary. I shall 
strike at violators of  the law, be they of  
high or low degree, without fear of  favor, 
and I will save the taxpayers thousands of  
d o l l a r s n o w w a s t e d i n u s e l e s s 
prosecutions.” 

TOLD STORY OF HIS LIFE 

Jennings opened his campaign with a 
street-corner speech in the downtown 
district of  Oklahoma City. Nearly five 
thousand people stood on their feet more 
than an hour to hear him. He began at the 
beginning and told the story of  his life, 
train robberies and all. He was not elected, 
but he came close to it. 

Characteristic of  the man was his 
reply to the criticism evoked by the 
publication of  the story of  his life.  

“There isn’t enough money in the 
United States to make me parade a crime 
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story in a magazine,” said Jennings, “and 
those who have accused me of  doing a 
wrong by publishing the story of  my life 
are unjust in their accusations, for the story 
contains a moral that will, I hope, cause 
boys who are inclined to be lawless to gain 
at my expense.” 

Physically Jennings is a little man, not 
much over five feet in height, with a shock 
of  curly, red hair, who from his appearance 
might teach violin lessons or sel l 
t y p e w r i t e r s . H e l a c k s t h e fi e rc e 
countenance, the glittering eye, the size and 
swagger usually associated with a typical 
bad man, and, at first sight looks like a 
meek, mild-mannered little man, who, if  
smote upon one cheek, would immediately 
turn the other. But with a second glance at 
a pair of  cold blue eyes that hold a glint 
like polished steel, set in a face impassive as 
an iron mask above a determined mouth 
and a fighting jaw, one begins to 
understand how this small specimen of  
humankind acquired the reputation of  
being the most dangerous man behind the 
gun in the days when human life was a 
c h e a p c o m m o d i t y a n d p e r s o n a l 
misunderstandings were followed by the 
“ping” of  a bullet or the swish of  a knife.  

Jennings is a natural story-teller. In fact 
it has been said of  him that every time he 
opens his mouth he utters a short story 
classic. This is literally true. The man’s 
fund of  experience is so rich, his narrative 
instinct so strong, that he could till a 
t h o u s a n d a n d o n e n i g h t s w i t h 
entertainment that would charm a caliph 
or enthrall a king. 

FRIEND OF O. HENRY 

At one point in his outlaw career, 
when he was flush with money and things 
were getting hot for him in the Southwest, 
Jennings went to Central America. It was 
there he met Sidney porter, who was later 
to become the famed as a short story writer 
under the name of  O. Henry. Porter was 
down on his luck and Jennings staked him 

to more money than he had ever seen up to 
that time. They were together several 
months and when they parti Jennings 
returned to the scene of  his train-robbing 
activities in Oklahoma. They remained fast 
friends, however, until he death of  the 
author. Many of  the incidents of  Jennings’ 
career are embodied in the writings of  O. 
Henry, and material for the prison story 
which he was writing at the time of  his 
death was given to him by the outlaw.  

Al J. Jennings—his name was 
Alphonso, but he cut out the last two 
syllables when he went to Oklahoma to 
keep them from being shot off—is a 
Virginian by birth and a graduate of  the 
University of  West Virginia. His father 
came to Missouri soon after the war and 
then moved to Oklahoma where AK joined 
the family when he was through college. 

When he was little more than a boy 
Jennings was elected County Attorney of  
Canadian County. This was in 1890. He 
was reelected in 1892. After his second 
term of  office had expired he went to 
Wood ward Oklahoma to visit his brothers, 
Frank and Ed, who were practicing law 
there. 

While at Woodward Jennings was 
employed in a case there and it was this 
incident that led to his career as an outlaw. 
Temple Houston, son of  General Sam 
Houston and himself  a picturesque 
character of  the Southwest, had for a client 
an ex-sheriff  named Love, and the case 
concerned the possession of  a drove of  
cattle. Jennings’ client had possession and 
he advised him to get the cattle over the 
line and out of  the jurisdiction of  the 
court. Houston charged Jennings with 
unprofessional conduct and animadverted 
on his ability as a lawyer. There was the 
usual interchange of  profess ional 
discourtesies and finally Houston said 
Jennings did not know the law. 

“You are a liar,” retorted Jennings. 
“You are a ————” but what 

Houston called Jennings is immaterial to 
the story. 
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Both were known as bad men, and 
when they pulled their guns, bench and bar 
unlimbered their dignity and ducked. Ed 
Jennings, who was standing between the 
belligerents, reached up, he too was a little 
man, and slapped Houston’s face. That was 
the limit. According to the border code a 
killing was overdue, but Al Jennings, who 
felt himself  responsible for the trouble, said 
if  his brothers would go to their office and 
stay there, he would hunt Houston up the 
next morning and see if  mutual apologies 
could not be arranged. But John and Ed 
Jennings entered a saloon for a glass of  
beer before turning in and there was an 
encounter with Houston and Love, in 
which Ed Jennings was killed and John was 
wounded. Frank Jennings, another brother, 
came back from Denver and as soon as 
John was out of  danger Frank and Al 
started on a man hunt. 

There were no melodramatic oaths of  
vengeance, but they gave up their business 
and camped on Houston’s trail with the 
relentless silence and persistence of  
bloodhounds. For two years they tracked 
him through Oklahoma, Texas, and the 
Indian Territory, and once followed him 
into Mexico. Only twice did they sight 
their man, and then they could have 
“gotten” him but he was with women and 
they spared his life. 

“I didn’t want to murder this man,” 
says Jennings, “I wanted to meet him face 
to face. I fully intended to kill him, but I 
wanted him to see me first and know why 
and by whose hand he died.” 

When they went on the trail of  
Houston and Love the Jennings brothers 
made their headquarters at the old Spike S 
ranch in the Creek nation. There they were 
thrown in with a band of  outlaws, but did 
not become a part of  the band until they 
had been charged by the territorial officers 
with participating in a train robbery which 
they have always declared they know 
nothing about. They wore hunted and 
joined the outlaws for protection. 

FALSELY ACCUSED OF ROBBERY 

Jennings’ story of  how he came to join 
the “long-riders,” as the outlaws were 
called, is as follows: 

“One evening I went to my father’s 
house at Tecumseh, and he told me I was 
accused of  a train robbery. I convinced him 
of  my innocence, but he insisted that I face 
my accusers. As I could not prove an alibi, 
we had some heated words and I rode 
away. 

“I slept out in the open that night, and 
the next morning went to Seminole to got 
some breakfast. Standing around the 
general store were several men with 
revolvers. I knew they were either deputy 
United States marshals or horse thieves. In 
those early days there was hardly any way 
to distinguish between them.  

“I bought some cheese and crackers, 
which I ate while the men stood around 
and watched me. Then I mounted my 
horse and rode quietly away. When I was a 
hundred yards away the officers and the 
merchant opened fire on me, killing my 
horse and wounding me. The horse fell on 
me, but I extricated myself  and returned 
the fire. I put so many bullets close to them 
that they fled for the timber. I limped back 
to the store frenzied with madness and 
believing the whole world was against me. 
Laboring under that belief  I committed the 
first crime against the law. I robbed the 
store of  $27.50 out of  pure revenge. I took 
one of  the horses hitched near by and rode 
to the Spike S ranch, fifty-five miles away, 
where I arrived after nightfall. 

BECAME A “LONG-RIDER”  

“I told the men at the ranch my story, 
and they were glad of  it. These men had 
long wanted my brother and myself  to join 
them, and now they knew we were with 
them. Well, we joined the “Long-Riders” 
and for two years we were as wild as March 
hares. It was a wild, reckless country, filled 
with outlaws, but we were the wildest of  
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them all. We stopped only short of  murder. 
We drew the line there, all of  us, and that is 
more than can be said of  many of  the 
outlaws in the territory at that time. 

“Bands of  deputy marshals hunted us 
day in and day out, but we had reason to 
believe that for months they did not want 
to find us. In October, 1897, five of  us 
stopped the southbound train on a siding 
between Minco and Chickasha. We 
attempted to rob the express car and failed. 
Then we ordered everybody out on the 
right-of-way, lining them up against the 
fence, where we robbed them.  

“During the next two months things 
were awfully hot. Hundreds of  men and 
officers were scouring the woods. Finally, 
December 1, we rounded up at the Spike S 
ranch, staying all night. About 9 o’clock 
the next morning Mrs. Harless’ brother 
went to the well at the barn for water. He 
stayed so long that Mrs. Harless went after 
him, but she soon returned, rushing into 
the house and exclaiming: 

“‘You are all surrounded and will be 
killed!’  

“Then she grabbed her little brother 
and fled through the door. Just as she got 
outside the first volley was fired and dozens 
of  bullets went crashing through the house. 
I was standing by the kitchen window and 
got a bullet above the left knee. Probably 
four hundred shots wore fired there and 
finally we left the house, running to a small 
peach orchard. There we made another 
stand and silenced the pursuers.  

“We escaped by wading Duck Creek 
and then went into the mountains. Three 
of  us were wounded. My brother Frank 
had twenty-two bullet holes through his 
clothing, but he was not. injured.  

BETRAYED BY A SUPPOSED FRIEND  

“Eventually we arrived at the home of  
a friend, where we were fed and our 
wounds dressed. A horse thief  by the name 
of  Sam Baker came to us there and said we 
had killed three officers. He advised us to 

get away as a large posse was coming, he 
said. We afterwards learned we had not 
killed anyone.  

“Baker loaded us into his wagon under 
pretense of  being our friend, and started us 
on the road to Arkansas. About 3 o’clock 
the next morning we learned that Baker 
had betrayed us, when we drove into the 
ambuscade that had been set for us by the 
officers. The road had been barricaded and 
we were surrounded. We were captured 
and taken to the Federal jain at Muscogee. 
I was tried and convicted of  robbing the 
United States mail, which I did not do, and 
sentenced for the period of  my natural life.  

“I went to the penitentiary at 
C o l u m bu s , O. , a n d t h ro u g h t h e 
instrumentality of  the late Senator Mark 
Hanna and friends in Oklahoma my life 
sentence wan commuted to five years. I was 
eventual ly pardoned by Pres ident 
Roosevelt.  

“I went back to Oklahoma and located 
at Lawton, where I began once more the 
practice of  law. In the meantime I married 
and it is to my wife’s great influence that I 
owe much of  my success. It has been my 
determination to build up again and get 
back if  possible to the place where by 
nature I belong. No man will over know, 
though, the thousand obstacles in the 
pathway of  the man who is endeavoring to 
fight his way back from the black past 
unless he has tried it. Some time ago I gave 
up the law, and then, last fall, I was a 
candidate for Governor of  Oklahoma. I 
wan unsuccess fu l , but I was not 
discouraged. If  I can accomplish nothing 
more than to make society relent a little in 
its attitude toward those who have erred, if  
I can only get people to give the men who 
is trying to come back a chance, then I 
shall feel that I have done some good in the 
world. I like the Golden Rule as Confucius 
taught it, ‘Do not do to others what you 
would not like if  done to yourself.’”  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Filmography  
Compiled by Kevin John Charbeneau 

1908  
The Bank Robbery (December, 1908). 

Oklahoma Natural Mutoscene Co. 
Directed by: William Matthew Tilghman. Cameraman: J. B. Kent. 
Cast: William Tilghman [himself], AL JENNINGS [himself]. 
Notes: Shot on location Cache, Oklahoma. This early western used actual participants 

(Al Jennings and Bill Tilghman) in recreating the events of  the bank robbery in Cache, 
Oklahoma. 

2 Reels. 692 feet. [one source quotes 2000 feet] 
Archive: NYMoMA; Eastman House, Rochester, NY; Library of  Congress, 

Washington,D.C. 
Genre: Western  

A Round-Up in Oklahoma (December, 1908).  
Oklahoma Natural Mutoscene Co.  
Cameraman: J. B. Kent. 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself ?].  
Notes: Paper Print Collection. 321 feet 
Archive: Library of  Congress, Washington, D.C. Genre: Western/Documentary  

The Wolf Hunt (December, 1908). 
Oklahoma Natural Mutoscene Co. 
Cast: John (Jack) Abernathy, AL JENNINGS. 
Notes: Paper Print Collection 372 feet - 16mm print  
Archive: Library of  Congress, Washington, D.C. Genre: Western/Documentary  
Note: Originally it was The Wolf  Hunt that was to be filmed first, but priorities switched about and 

TBR was done first. AJ was one of  the key principles in TBR, and rode through the backgrounds of  AR-
UiO (also chuck wagon scene) and TWH (again in background). 

1914  
Beating Back (1914). 

Thanhouser Film Corporation 
Direct-From-Broadway Feature Film Co. 
Distributed by Mutual Film Corporation 
Directed by: Caryl S. Fleming.  
Assistant Director: Perry Horton.  
Screenplay by: Lloyd Lonergan and Caryl S. Fleming.  
Cameraman: Henry Cronjager. 
Scenario Editor: Lloyd Lonergan. 
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Based Al’s autobiography (as run in the Saturday Evening Post, in serialization), this was 
later published as book. 

Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Mignon Anderson, Morris Foster (as Frank Jennings), 
Frank Farrington, Albert Froome, Fannie Bourke, Madeline Fairbanks, William Noel, Al 
Reitz, Lord R. McCaskill, S. A. Blackmer, S. Jackson, John Sullivan, Gordon Hollingshead, 
Fred Yale, Harvey Yale, Harry Blackmore, Eddie Ford and William A. Sullivan. 

Production titles: Dare Devil Jennings (British Release Title). 
Synopsis: Account of  the life of  Al Jennings, and his fight to regain civilian life, after his 

release from prison. 
Notes: This is a “lost” film. 
Originally 6 reels later edited down to 5 reels. An Eastern-Western originally filmed in 

New Rochelle. 
Genre: Western (drama). Feature  

1915  
Jordan Is a Hard Road (NY 14, Nov 1915; General 19, Dec 1915). 
Triangle Film Corporation. Fine Arts. 
Directed by: Allan Dwan.  
Screenplay by: Allan Dwan. 
Cast: Dorothy Gish, Owen Moore, Frank Campeau, Sarah Truax, Ralph Lewis, Fred 

Burns, Mabel Wiles, Lester Perry, Jim Kid, Walter Long, Joseph Singleton, Elmo Lincoln 
and AL JENNINGS.  

Notes: LOST FILM. 5 reels From the novel “Jordan is a Hard Road” Billy Sunday was 
hired by Dwan to work up the crowds, in the scene where Frank Campeau played the 
evangelist. It was during the filming of  this scene that Al Jennings, hired as a technical 
adviser, was captivated by Sunday’s sermon, and afterwards became friends. It was Billy 
Sunday who inspired Al to become an evangelist/minister. Both BS and AJ were technical 
advisors. AJ was also in cast as one of  the heavies (of  the gang?) who is swayed. Filmed on 
location Big Bear, Big Bear Lake, California.  

Genre: Western Feature  

The Passing of the Oklahoma Outlaws (1915). 
Eagle Film Company 
Directed by: William Tilghman. 
Cast: Arkansas Tom, Bud Ledbetter, Chris Madsen, E. D. Nix, William Tilghman (all 

played themselves). Tom Doolin, John Hale, Caleb R. Brooks. AL JENNINGS  
The film is listed here since part of  the story pertains to Al’s outlaw days. This film was 

produced in part to counter the film “Beating Back”. There are no records indicating Al 
acted in the film. It is thought footage of  Al’s bank robbing deeds were included from his 
earlier film “The Bank Robbery” (also made by Tilghman). Arkansas Tom also served as a 
Technical Advisor.  

Notes: This is a “lost” film. Filmed on location in Oklahoma, USA 
Genre: Western.  

The Frame-Up (1915) 
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MICA 
Production Company: Monty Film 
Distributor: Kriterion Film Corp 
Directed by: Donald MacDonald, Scenario: Anthony Coldeway. 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself]. 
Re-released 1919 Capital Film Company, S. L. Barnhard, General Manager  
Release date: original release February 25, 1915  
Notes: This films appears under several years of  release. Originally, a 1915 film by 

Mica, produced with monies AJ made from Beating Back. It was then later re-released as part 
of  his Capital output.  

When Outlaws Meet (See film notes under 1920).  

1916  
The Bond of Blood* (August 5, 1916; General Sept 2, 1916; 1920*) 
Vitagraph w/ Broadway Star Features 
Capital Pictures [re-release: 1920] 
Directed by: Van Dyke Brooke.  
Scenario by: Van Dyke Brooke and A. Van Buren Powell, based on the play “One 

Touch of  Nature” by Benjamin Webster  
Additional Scenes/Directed by: William Bertram. Screenplay by: Van Dyke Brooke.  
Cast: William Bertram, Leah Baird, Van Dyke Brooke, AL JENNINGS [himself], Jack 

Ellis, Vivian Cane.  
After robbing the town bank, Al and his gang are split up by a posse. Taking  

refuge in a nearby house, Al is befriended by the sheriff ’s daughter, who knows  
nothing of  the robbery. 

Notes: 3 reels. 3,000 feet. *Re-released through Capital Films (as part of  the Al 
Jennings slate). Filmed at Los Alamitos, California  

Archive: Eastman House, Rochester, NY; Library of  Congress, Washington, D. C.  
Western—Short Feature  

Supposedly, Al’s first film for Vitagraph is DEAD SHOT BAKER, in which he was hired as a 
technical advisor and supporting actor. And, the success of  this film prompted him to set up with Capital 
Films. Al did work for Vitagraph and made several films. Again, this is a film with S.E. Jennings.  

1917  
Captain of the Gray Horse Troop (May 7, 1917). 

Vitagraph (V-L-S-E). 
Directed by: William Wolbert.  
Screenplay by: A. Van Buren Powell.  
Cinematography by: Reginald Lyons 
Based on the novel The Captain of  the Gray Horse Troop by Hamlin Garland.  
Cast: Antonio Moreno, Mrs. Bradbury, Otto Lederer, Robert ‘Bobby’ Burns, Edith 

Storey and AL JENNINGS [as an Indian “Cut Finger”], Neola May, Henry A. Barrows 
and Edward Cecil. 
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Notes: 5,000 ft (footage) 5 reels. Also known/released as THE LONG FIGHT  
Genre: Western  

The Fighting Trail [Serial: 15 episodes] (September 10—December 17, 
1917)  

Vitagraph Company of  America 
Directed by: William Duncan.  
Story by: J. Stuart Blackton & Cyrus Townsend Brady, also Edward J. Montagne and 

Garfield Thompson.  
Cast: William Duncan, Carol Holloway, Fred Burns, Tote Du Crow, George  

Holt, AL JENNINGS, George Kunkel, Otto Lederer, Walter Rodgers, Joe Ryan,  
Charles Wheelock and S. E. Jennings. 

Notes: Episode 1 = 3,000 ft. Episodes 2-15 were all = 2,000 ft. 15 episodes: 1x3 reels & 
14x2 reels. 

The individual serial chapter titles were:  
1) The Priceless Ingredient 
2) The Story of  Ybana 
3) Will Ynqui Joe Tell? 
4) The Other Half  
5) Torrent Rush 
6) The Ledge of  Despair 
7) The Lion’s Prey 
8) The Strands of  Doom 
9) The Bridge of  Death 
10) The Sheriff  
11) Parched Trails 
12) The Desert of  Torture 
13) The Water Trap 
14) The Trestle of  Horrors 
15) Out of  the Flame.  

It might have been Episode 10: “The Sheriff ” that featured Al Jennings, which could 
have been cut and re-edited at a later date for showing as one of  the many products 
released under the Capital Film banner (with a different title). This is another film with the 
actor, S.E. Jennings in the cast adding to the confusion.  

Genre: Western (Serial) 

The Atavism of John Tom Little Bear (August, 1917). 
Vitagraph Company of  America  
O. Henry/Broadway Star Features. 
Directed by: David Smith.  
Based on the O. Henry short story of  the same title.  
Cast: David Smith, AL JENNINGS (plays an Indian?), Jake Abraham, Marye Britton, 

Dan Duffy, H.E. Smith, some list S.E. Jennings (again). 
Production title: John Little Bear. 
Other titles (production and working): “The Atavism of  Long Tom Little Bear,” and 

“John Tom Little Bear”. 
Notes: 2,000 feet, 2 reels. 
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Genre: Western  

Hands-Up! (April 29, 1917). 
Triangle Film Corporation. 
Fine Arts Film Company 
Triangle Distribution 
Directed by: Tod Browning & Wilfred Lucas.  
Screenplay by: Wilfred Lucas.  
Story by: Al Jennings, and served as Technical Adviser.  
Cast: Wilfred Lucas, Colleen Moore, Monte Blue, Beatrice Van, AL JENNINGS, Rhea 

Haines, Bert Woodruff, Rhea Woodruff, Sam De Grasse and Kate Toncray. 
Notes: 5 reels.  
Filmed at the Alexandria Hotel in Los Angeles and Santa Ynez Canyon.  
Genre: Western Feature  

Vengeance and the Woman [Serial: 15 episodes] (December 24, 1917—
April 1, 1918). 

Vitagraph Company of  America 
Produced by: Albert E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend Brady. 
Directed by: William Duncan and Lawrence Trimble.  
Scenario by: Garfield Thompson and Edward J. Montagne.  
Cast: William Duncan, Carol Holloway, George Holt, Tex Allen, Fred Burns, Walter 

Rodgers, Natalie Warfield, S. E. Jennings, Vicente Howard and AL JENNINGS (Cal 
Hawkins, sheriff). 

Episodes:  
1) The Oath 
2) Loaded Dice 
3) The Unscaled Peak 
4) The Signaling Cipher 
5) The Plunge of  Destruction 
6) Lure of  Hate 
7) Wolf  Trap 
8) Mountain of  Devastation 
9) Buried Alive 
10) The Leap for Life 
11) The Cavern of  Terror 
12) The Desperate Chance 
13) Sands of  Doom 
14) The Hand of  Fate 
15) The Reckoning. 

It was Episode 1: “The Oath” with Al Jennings featured in the cast (as Cal Hawkins, 
the sheriff), possibly other episodes too. Some sources again claim S.E. Jennings in the cast. 

Genre: Western (Serial) 

The Fourth in Salvador (December 1917; General release January 5, 
1918). 
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Vitagraph Company of  America 
O. Henry/Broadway Star Features. 
Directed by: David Smith.  
Scenario written by: C. Graham Baker, from a short story by O. Henry (of  the same 

title). 
Cast: David Smith, Chet Ryan, Walter Rodgers, Jack Weatherby, Charles Wheelock, 

Fred Behrle and AL JENNINGS [himself]. 
Notes: 2,000 feet, 2 reels. An event/escapade from the life of  AJ and O. Henry down 

south. 
Genre: Drama (Short) 

1918  

The Lady of the Dugout (September 1918). 
Capital/Al Jennings Photoplay Company 
States Rights Exchanges Ernest Shipman 
Produced by: Al Jennings 
Directed and Written by: W. S. Van Dyke, from a story by Al Jennings (based on real 

life events).  
Cinematography by: David Abel  
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Frank Jennings [himself], Corinne Grant, Ben Alexander, 

Joseph Singleton and Carl Stockdale. 
Notes: 60 mins, 6 reels (and as a 5-part production in later releases, making it a pseudo- 

serial).  
Filmed in Tehachapi, California. 
Archive: Library of  Congress, Washington, D. C. 
Clips from this film were used in the Hollywood series, produced by Kevin Brownlow.  
Genre: Western (Feature) 

Rose of Wolfville (October 20, 1918) aka The Canyon Hold Up, 
Wolfville Tales or Tales of Wolfville 

Vitagraph Corporation 
Broadway Star  
Distribution by: American Vitagraph. 
Directed by: Robert North Bradbury.  
Screenplay by: George Plympton, from a story by Alfred Henry Lewis (“The Canyon 

Hold Up”). 
Cast: AL JENNINGS, Patricia Palmer, Margaret Gibson, Otto Lederer, Edward Hatton, 

Tom Lugham and Karl Formes. 
Notes: 2,000 feet; 2 reels. 
Genre: Western short  

1919 
The Frame-Up (Re-released 1919). 

Capital Film Company 
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See notes under 1915, for original release and information.  

When Outlaws Meet (1919). 
Capital Film Company 
Directed by: Helmer Bergman.  
Script by: H. C. Warnack, from an original story by Al Jennings. 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Cane. 
Notes: 2 reels (1,619 ft). Film historian Kemp Niver states this film originally 

produced/released in 1915. 
Archive: Eastman House, Rochester, NY 
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

The Making of an Outlaw (1919). 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself] 
More information is needed on this film.  

A Bandit’s Heart (1919?). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself].  
Notes: 2 reels 
Genre: Western  

The Fugitive’s Life (December 1919). 
Capital Film Company (S. L. Barnhard, president). 
Directed by: H. W. Bergman. 
Cast: AL JENNINGS (himself), Vivian Gane, Clarence A. Peck (plays Porter) 
Notes: This film deals with the O. Henry adventure in South America, Honduras. 2 

reels. Vivian Gane was signed to co-star with AJ in his westerns, for Capital, and the first 
release was the above film. According to Marc Wannamaker the series continued with these 
next three films: The Outlaw’s Deputy [sic], Lost in Society, and Fate’s Mockery. 

Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

The Outlaw’s Sacrifice (1919). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Gane.  
Notes: 2 reels 
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

1920 
The Outlaw’s Deputies (March 1920). 

Capital Film Company (S. L. Barnhard, president).  
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Cane.  
Notes: 2 reels 
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Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

Lost In Society (March 1920). 
Capital Film Company (S. L. Barnhard, president).  
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Gane.  
Notes: 2 reels 
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

Fate’s Mockery (March 1920). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Gane. 
Notes: 2 reels. April of  1920 saw Jennings’ productions under the management of  

H.M. Owens, and before the year ended had completed 24 two-reel western dramas. The 
Capital banner advertised these as “True Life Portrayals of  Actual Happenings in His Most 
Eventful Career.” A running series in all the major papers “picturized” as the serial 
Jennings - O’Henry. By the end of  the year, AJ had finished filming of  The Outlaw’s Alibi 
from his own screenplay. 

Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

Bandit’s Gold (1920). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself].  
Notes: 2 reels 
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

The Deputy Marshal’s Wife (?). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Gane.  
Notes: 2 reels 
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

The Outlaw’s Alibi (late 1920). 
Capital Film Company 
Screenplay by: Al Jennings. 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Gane.  
Notes: 2 reels  
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

Banker’s Treachery (1920). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself].  
Notes: 2 reels  
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

Fates Double Cross (1920). 
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Capital Film Company  
Directed by: W.S. Van Dyke.  
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself].  
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

Fate’s Frame-Up (1920). 
Capital Film Company  
Directed by: W.S. Van Dyke.  
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself].  
Notes: 2 reels  
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

A Highway Romance (1920). 
Capital Film Company 
Directed by: Art Flavin. 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Cane. Archive: Library of  Congress, 

Washington, D.C.  
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

The Law’s Defense (1920). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself]. 
Archive: Library of  Congress, Washington, D. C.  
Genre: Western  

The Long Riders (1920). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself].  
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

The Outlaw (1920). 
Capital Film Company. 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself]. 
Archive: Eastman House, Rochester, NY  
Genre: Western  

The Tryout (1920). 
Al Jennings Feature Film Company 
Capital Film Company/Capital Film Exchanges, Inc.  
States Rights Independent Exchanges 
Produced by: Al Jennings.  
Directed by: William Bertram. 
Screenplay by: H. C. Warnack.  
Story by: Al Jennings. 
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Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself], Vivian Gaye, Tom Ashton. 
Genre: Western (Short) 

The Unexpected Shot (1920). 
Capital Film Company 
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself]. 2 reels  
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 

The Bond of Blood  
See notes under 1916.  

1921  
Seeds of Dishonor (1921).  

Capital Film Company  
Cast: AL JENNINGS [himself].  
Genre: Western (Short Feature) 
Note: February, 1921 Variety review states AJ on Vaudeville. August 1921, dramatic playlet 
written by Herbert Frank, starring AJ.  

There is misconception that Al Jennings acted in “The Avenging Arrow.” This is again a film that had 
S. E. Jennings in the cast which leads to the confusion. The fact that a leading film magazine editor of  the 
day answers a question from a fan states Al was in the cast, as his answer, to the fan.  

The Lash of the Law  
This is not a film (from 1921-22), but rather a playlet, written by Willard Mack & Al 

Jennings, with AJ as the lead. It was part of  a sketch of  his “Crime Does Not Pay” series 
performed on the Vaudeville circuit.  

The major confusion herein lies with that a film of  the same title was used for the 
1925-6 feature by Goodwill Pictures. Al Jennings shared writing credit with Jay Inman 
Kane (aka Joseph Kane). A treatment/synopsis with that title was used for the actual film 
SONG OF THE GRINGO with Tex Ritter. Al Jennings was part of  the writing team on this 
film.  

1922  
Prisoner of Zenda (1922). 

Metro Pictures Corporation  
Cast: AL JENNINGS (as De Gautet) 
Notes: Al Jennings is credited in the part of  De Gautet. This note come from files at 

the Academy of  Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Margaret Herrick Library in Beverly 
Hills, California. Al is type-listed in addendum review credits of  a trade magazine. 
However, viewing the film, it is obvious the character he is credited with playing is not him. 
I can find no other records or information to substantiate his having had any role in this 
film.  
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1924  
The Fighting Fury (August 24, 1924; June 22, 1929 re-release).  

Universal Pictures. 
Directed by: Clifford Smith.  
Screenplay by: Isadore Bernstein.  
Original story: “Triple Cross For Danger,” by Walter J. Coburn.  
Photography: Harry Neumann  
Cast: Jack Hoxie, Helen Holmes, Fred Kohler, Duke R. Lee, Bert De Marco, AL 

JENNINGS [as Splain], George ‘Buck’ Connors and Art Manning. 
Notes: 5 reels (4,491 feet) 
Archive: Library of  Congress, Washington, D.C. 
Genre: Western  

The Sea Hawk (June 2, 1924 NYC; June 14, 1924 general release; Nov. 17, 
1924 in Finland; and Austria/Germany in 1925). 

First National (Associated) - Frank Lloyd Production 
Directed by: Frank Lloyd.  
Script: J. G. Hawks, from the Original Work by Rafael Sabatini.  
Titles: Walter Anthony.  
Director of  Research: William J. Reiter.  
Photography: Norbert F. Brodin.  
Editor: Edward M. Roskam.  
Art Director: Stephen Goosson.  
Costumes: Walter J. Israel.  
Theme song “Sea Hawk” by: Modest Altschuler and John LeRoy Johnston.  
Ships designed & executed by: Fred Gabourie.  
Cast: Milton Sills, Enid Bennett, Wallace Beery, Lloyd Hughes, Robert Bolder, Marc 

McDermott, Wallace MacDonald, Mme. Medea Radzina, Albert Priscoe, Bert Woodruff, 
Claire Du Brey, Lionel Belmore, Christina Montt, Frank Currier, William Collier, Jr.,Fred 
De Silva, Kathleen Key, Hector V. Sarno, Robert Spencer, George E. Romain, Nancy 
Zann, Lewis Morrison, Kate Price, AL JENNINGS [Captain of  Asad’s Guards], Walter 
Wilkinson, Andrew Johnson, Henry A. Barrows, Edwards Davis, Theodore Lorch, and 
George O’Brien (as a Galley slave). 

Notes: Filmed on location Santa Catalina Island, Channel Islands, California, USA  
Genre: Drama/Romantic Adventure (Feature) 

1926  
The Demon (January 31, 1926). 

Universal Pictures. 
Presented by Carl Laemmle.  
Directed by: Clifford Smith. 
Screenplay and Continuity by: Buckleigh F. Oxford. 
Original story by: Buckleigh F. Oxford, Alvin J. Neitz (aka Alan James) and William C. 

Beale (story by).  
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Photography: William Nobles 
Cast: Jack Hoxie, Lola Todd, William Welsh, Jere Austin, AL JENNINGS [Dan 

Carroll], George Grandee, Harry Semels, Leon Trainer and Scout (the horse).  
Notes: Film location - Alabama Hills, Lone Pine, California. 
Genre: Western.  

The Border Sheriff (April 25, 1926). 
The actor playing Carter Brace is Al Jennings according to the title card, in actuality he is S(ylvester) 

E(nnis) Jennings.  

The Ridin’ Rascal (September 19, 1926). 
Universal Pictures 
Blue Streak Western 
Produced by: Carl Laemmle.  
Directed by: Clifford Smith.  
Written by: Harrison Jacobs and William MacLeod Raines (story).  
Cinematography: Edward Linden.  
Cast: Art Acord, Olive Hasbrouck, Buck Connors, AL JENNINGS, C. E. Anderson, 

Blackie Thompson, Dudley Hendricks, William (W. A.) Steele, Syd Saylor (aka Leo Sailor). 
Notes: 4,510 feet 
Genre: Western  

The Lash of the Law (1926). 
Goodwill Pictures 
Directed by: Paul Hurst. 
Photographed by: Frank Cotner 
Scenario Adapted by: Jay Inman Kane (Joseph Kane), from an original story by Al 

Jennings  
Cast: Bill Bailey (Jim Stanley), Alma Rayford (Mona), Dick LaReno (Bill Bright), 

Marcel Perez (Phil), Bud Osborne (Ed Markham), Milton Fahrney (Sheriff  Bob McGill) 
and Roy Watson (Zeb Hastings). 

Notes: It is possible that Joseph Kane had an uncredited role in the film (as a 
henchman and/or posse). Author’s note: I feel the character of  Jim Stanley is somewhat modeled after 
Jim Stanton, as mentioned in Al’s autobiographies.  

4,475 feet, running time: 56 minutes approx (on tape).  
Print: Library of  Congress, Washington, D. C. 
Genre: Western (Feature) 

1927  
Loco Luck (January 23, 1927). 

Universal Pictures  
Blue Streak Western 
Directed by: Clifford Smith.  
Scenario by: Doris Malloy.  
Adaptation by: Isadore Bernstein, from a story, “The Eyes Win,” by Alvin J. Neitz. 
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Cinematography: Edward (Eddie) Linden. 
Cast: Art Accord, Fay Wray, Aggie Herring, William A. Steele, AL JENNINGS [Jesse 

Turner, Bush], George F. Marion, M. E. Stimson, George Grandee, George Kesterson (aka 
Art Mix) and Buddy (a horse) . 

Notes: 5 reels 4,827 feet 
Genre: Western (Feature) 

1928  
The Dragnet (1928). 

Paramount Pictures 
Directed by: Josef  von Sternberg 
Scenario by: Charles and Jules Furthman, from adaptation by Jules Furthman of  the 

story “Nightstick” by Oliver H. P. Garrett 
Cinematography: Hal (Harold) Rosson 
Edited by Helen Lewis 
Titles: Herman J. Mankiewicz 
Technical Adviser: Al Jennings? 
Cast: George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent, William Powell, Fred Kohler, Francis McDonald, 

Leslie Fenton. 
Notes: 7,866 feet, a lost film. 
It is possible that Al served as technical advisor on this film, and could have played a 

small role. There is a publicity still showing Al handcuffed to George Bancroft. 
Genre: Crime/Drama  

1930  
The Land of Missing Men (October 15, 1930; 1933 re-release). 

Tiffany Pictures/Tiffany Studios 
A Trem Carr Production, Ltd. 
Amity Pictures (re-release)  
Produced by: Trem Carr.  
Directed by: J. P. McCarthy. 
Screenplay by: J. P. McCarthy and Bob Quigley. 
Cinematography: Harry Neumann. 
Cast: Bob Steele, Al “Fuzzy” St. John, Edward Dunn, Caryl Lincoln, AL JENNINGS 

[John Evans, ex-Sheriff], Fern Emmett, S. S. Simon, Noah Hendricks, C. R. Dufau, Fred 
Burns and Emilio Fernandez; with the following additional cast (all uncredited): Hank Bell, 
Jim Corey, Frank Ellis, Art Mix and Perry Murdock.  

Notes: 6 reels 
Print: 16mm Film Classics Exchange  
Genre: Western/Melodrama Feature  

1931  
At the Ridge  
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According to Les Adams “This film does not exist, never did. Is an AFI error. Should not be listed 
unless indicated as an AFI error.” —from an email dated, May 12, 2006.  

1933 
The Great Consoler [Velikii uteshitel (Russian)] (November 17, 1933). 

Mezhrabpomfilm. 
Directed by: Lev Kuleshov. 
Based on the biography of  O. Henry, Through the Shadows with O. Henry, by Al Jennings, 

and O Henry’s stories “A Retrieved Reformation” and “An Unfinished Story.”  
Screenplay and designs (costumes and sets) by: Lev Kuleshov and Alexander Kurs.  
Assistant director: Aleksandra Khokhlova as Dulcie;  
Cinematography by: Konstantin Kuznetsov.  
Edited by: K. Skomoroskaya and K. Blinova.  
Music by: Zinovii Feldman. 
Cast: Kontantin Khokhlov as Bill Porter (O. Henry); Ivan Novoseltsev as Jimmy 

Valentine; Andrei Gorchilin as AL JENNINGS, a prisoner; Alexandra Khokhlova as Dulcie; 
Daniil Vvedenskii as Cronie, the first warder (prison guard); S. Sletov as second warder 
(prsion guard); O. Raevskaia as Valentine’s mother; Vasili Kovrigin as prison governor 
(warden); Petr Galadzhev as Adams, a banker, and a reporter; Andrei Fait as Ben Price, the 
investigator; Galina Kravchenko as Anabel; V. Lopatina as Sadie and Anabel’s sister; 
Mikhail Doronin as Bartender, Procurator (lawyer) and Inspector; Wayland Rudd* as Black 
prisoner; and I. Novoseltsev.  

Notes: The title refers to American writer O. Henry, whose work gives solace to a 
lonely, impoverished shopgirl, while he is in prison, spinning tale for his dying cellmate, a 
safe cracker. Both girl and cellmate find themselves in situations that vary from the rose 
colored world of  the famed writer’s fiction.  

*Wayland Rudd was an African American actor who had an active career in Russia 
(both stage and film).  

2,693 meters (length) 94 minutes  
Genre: Drama (biographical)  

1936  
Song of the Gringo (November 22, 1936). 

Grand National Pictures. 
Produced by: Edward Finney (for Boots & Saddles Productions). 
Directed by: John P. McCarthy.  
Cinematographer: Gus Peterson.  
Film Editor: Frederick Bain.  
Art Direction: Charles Clague. 
Story by: John P. McCarthy and Robert Emmett (Tansey). 
Screenplay by: John P. McCarthy, Robert Emmett and Al Jennings. 
Other production personnel as noted: Presenter: Edward L. Alperson. 
Supervisor: Lindsley Parson. Musical Direction: Frank Sanucci.  
Technical Advisor: Al Jennings.  
Production Manager: Robert Emmett Tansey.  
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Sound Department: Clifford A. Ruberg.  
Stunts: Wally West (stunt double uncredited).  
Original Music: Shorty Miller (songs), Jose Pacheco, Harry Revel (songs), Tex Ritter 

(song “My Sweet Chiquita”), Frank Sanucci (songs), Joan Woodbury (song “Are You 
Reality”). Other songs on the soundtrack sung by Tex Ritter include “Out on the Old 
Prarie,” “Sam Hall,” “Rye Whiskey”. 

Cast: Tex Ritter, Joan Woodbury, Monte Blue, Fuzzy Knight, AL JENNINGS [Judge], 
Richard (Ted) Adams, Warner Richmond, Martin Garralaga, William Desmond, Glenn 
Strange, Budd Buster, Ethan Laidlaw, Murdock MacQuarrie, Charles “Slim” Whitaker, Ed 
Cassidy, Earl Dwire, Jack Kirk, Bob Burns, Forrest Taylor, Robert Fiske, Rosa Rey, Bill 
‘Shorty’ Scott, Frank Ellis, Jack Evans, Ray Henderson, Tex Phelps, Bud Popem Glenn 
Strange, Wally West, Jose Pacheco & His Continental Orchestra, and White Flash (the 
horse). 

Production/release titles: The Old Corral [Great Britain]. 
Notes: Available on DVD.  
Running Time: 62 minutes. This film is a remake of  Oklahoma Cyclone (1930). 
Genre: Western (Musical)  

1937  
Call Me Arizona  

Grand National Pictures 
Produced by: Edward Finney Technical Advisor Al Jennings  

Cast. Syd Saylor, AL JENNINGS (sheriff)  
Was to be the first of  eight pictures to be produced by Edward Finney for Grand National. According to 

article AJ was hired as technical advisor for numerous Edward Finney productions for Grand National.  
*This particular film, though mentioned does not and never existed, was an early working title for 

Finney’s SONG OF THE GRINGO. —Les Adams, an email from him, dated, 12 May, 2006  

1939  
The Life of O. Henry  

National Pictures Corporation; for release through Paramount. Boris Morros & Robert 
Stillman producers.  

This film was the ‘first announced’ production for National Pictures Corporation, however was never 
made. It remained on their ‘work-in-progress’ list for several years, before finally being dropped.  

The Oklahoma Kid (March 11, 1939). 
Warner Brothers. 
Executive Producer: Jack L. Warner.  
Producer: Hal B. Wallis. 
Directed by: Lloyd Bacon.  
Associate Producer: Sam Bischoff.  
Assistant Director: Dick Mayberry.  
Photography: James Wong Howe.  
Editor: Owen Marks.  
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Art Director: Esdras Hartley.  
Screenplay by: Warren Duff, Robert Buckner and Edward E. Paramore.  
Original Story by: Wally Klein and Edward E. Paramore.  
Gowns by: Orry-Kelly.  
Music: Max Steiner.  
Music Director: Leo F. Forbstein.  
Orchestral arrangements by: Hugo Friedhofer and Adolph Deutsch.  
Sound: Stanley Jones.  
Technical Adviser: Al Jennings. 
Cast: James Cagney, Humphrey Bogart, Rosemary Lane, Donald Crisp, Harvey 

Stephens, Charles Middleton, Ward Bond, Edward Pawley, Trevor Bardette, John Miljan, 
Hugh Sothern, Lew Harvey, Clem Bevans, Joe Devlin, Arthur Aylesworth, Irving Bacon, 
Wade Boteler, AL JENNINGS and Tex Cooper [extras]. 

Production ran from September to December, 1938. 
Film locations: Iverson Ranch, Chatsworth, Los Angeles, California and Warner 

Ranch, Calabasas, California 
Notes: Premiere in Tulsa, Oklahoma on March 3, 1939. 
According to some sources AJ plays Cagney’s father, this is incorrect. Hugh Sothern actually portrayed 

Cagney’s father, in the film. Other sources have him in an uncredited role, and as an advisor. 
Genre: Western (Feature)  

1946  
When the West Was Young  

Story synopsis/outline written by Al Jennings. However, never produced with this title 
and no further information can be found. 

I have synopsis/outline in my collection it was registered with the Writer’s Guild and has a stamp of  
such on treatment’s first page, registration number is 33155.  

1950  
Deadly is the Female (January 1950) aka Gun Crazy 

United Artists 
Directed by: Joseph H. Lewis.  
Screenplay by: MacKinlay Kantor and Millard Kaufman (Dalton Trumbo), based on 

the story “Gun Crazy” by MacKinlay Kantor.  
Produced by: Frank & Maurice King.  
Cinematography by: Russell Harlan.  
Edited by: Harry W. Gerstad.  
Technical Advisor: Herman King.  
Technical Consultant (uncredited): Al J. Jennings. 
Cast: Peggy Cummins, John Dall, Berry Kroeger, Morris Carnovsky, Anabel Shaw, 

Harry Lewis and Rusty (Russ) Tamblyn. 
Genre: Film Noir/Drama/Crime  

1951  
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Al Jennings of Oklahoma (Jan 17, 1951; re-released 1957). 
Columbia Pictures Corporation 
Directed by: Ray Nazarro.  
Producer: Rudolph C. Flothow.  
Script by: George Bricker, from “Beating Back” original book by Al Jennings and Will 

Irwin.  
Photography: Howard W. Greene.  
Editor: Richard Fantl.  
Art Director: Victor Greene.  
Music: Mischa Bakaleinikoff. 
Cast: DAN DURYEA (Al Jennings), DICK FORAN (Frank Jennings), Gale Storm, 

Gloria Henry, “Big Boy” Guinn Williams, Raymond Greenleaf  (Judge Jennings), Stanley 
Andrews, John Ridgely, James Millican (Ed Jennings), Harry Shannon, Helen Brown, 
Robert Bice, George J. Lewis, Jimmie Dodd, Eddie Parker. 

Notes: Al Jennings did not act in this film; however, it was based in part on his book, 
Beating Back, and details his life, albeit in glorified “Hollywood” fashion.  

1961  
The Little Man (unknown date of  release). 

Television production 
Directed by: Johnny Duncan. 
Cast: JOHNNY DUNCAN (as Al Jennings). 
Notes: Al Jennings did not act in this film; however, it was based in part on his life. The 

script was written by Johnny Duncan, who knew Al Jennings during the last few years of  his 
life.  

This was a television production, not a feature film.  





Coming soon…


